SCREENED POOL & PATIO ENCLOSURES

From Tampa to Naples, CRA has you covered. We custom fabricate the
highest quality enclosures for you to enjoy your Florida lifestyle.

A custom pool or patio enclosure by CRA is the epitome
of Florida living! A properly designed and engineered
enclosure will not only keep the critters out but will add
beauty, style, value and supreme livability to your outdoor
space year-round. We are happy to assist you with both new
and existing enclosures including repair, refurbishment or
replacement.
Each screen enclosure we offer is custom designed
and engineered for your specific property with careful
consideration to your specific needs and budget. We then
build to stand up to our tough Florida environment. That
includes being able to withstand winds as high as 160 mph
as designated by the Florida Building Code. We use only the
highest quality materials for each structure. We also back
what we manufacture with one of the largest service fleets
of trained professionals in all of Florida.

craluminum.com (941) 486-9104

custom designed and
built just for you

Our experienced team can ensure you get the right enclosure for
your property with special consideration to your surroundings,
application and budget. You have many options regarding
roofs, materials and accessories to make your enclosure a oneof-a-kind space designed just for you.
Once your design has been selected CRA handles all necessary
engineering and permitting requirements as specified by the
State of Florida and county in which you live. We then build
your new custom enclosure at our production facility prior to
installation where we work in a controlled environment to pay
maximum attention to every detail. This also greatly expedites
the installation process while offering the minimum impact to
you and your property.

Lots of options. Our team will help you make
the right choice for your home and budget.
Relax
From there all you do is enjoy your
beautiful new space like thousands
already have from Commercial
Residential Aluminum.

You’re Covered
Patented Beam
A CRA exclusive, our patented Channel
Lock Beam is revolutionizing the Aluminum
industry. This beam behaves differently
than other beams and gives it a higher
strength rating. We span further, which
enables us to produce enclosures less
expensively.

Our team of consultants,
engineers, builders and
service technicians serve
homeowners on the Gulf Coast of
Florida from Greater Tampa all the
way to Naples from our facilities in
both Venice and Ft. Myers.

Call one of our pool cage experts to explore your options and
learn why CRA is the leader in Florida for Pool Cages and Screened
Enclosures. Superior construction and expert service from the
industry leaders does not have to cost more.
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